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Cross-Cultural Challenging (C3) Benchmark

Constructing the C3 Benchmark with GPT-4

• Ask GPT-4 to identify potential error types in T2I when generating cross-cultural images

• Ask GPT-4 to provide representative Caption examples based on error type

• Use the above as a seed to define templates, asking GPT-4 to iterate and generate more 
diverse and varied examples



Cross-Cultural Challenging (C3) Benchmark

Evaluating Difficulty of the C3 Benchmark

• C3+ 9,889 instances, with a sample of 500 (C3) used for manual assessment

• Assessment Difficulty: ask Stable Diffusion to generate images based on different datasets. 

• The score was "≥3" for 78% on COCO and 57% on C3. For C3, 26.2% scored 1 point.



Cross-Cultural Challenging (C3) Benchmark

Human Evaluation Criteria for the C3 Benchmark

• Existing human evaluation criteria do not adequately reflect cultural differences.

• Propose fine-grained evaluation criteria covering image-text alignment and image fidelity, 
as well as characteristics (e.g. cultural appropriateness) and challenges (e.g. cross-cultural 
object presence and localization)



Improving Cross-Cultural Generation

Motivation

• Typically, in-domain captions are translated into English and the translated image-caption 
pairs are used for fine-tuning diffusion models. 

• A significant challenge lies in filtering out low-quality translated captions. 

• We introduce a new filtering method considering multi-modal alignment: text-text, image-
text alignment, and explicit object-text alignment.

Revisiting Existing Methods

• Text-Text Alignment uses reference-free metrics such as BERTscore and LaBSE. 

• Image-Text Alignment uses multi-modal pre-trained vision-language models such as CLIP. 

• Previous research primarily used these methods to filter in-domain data, neglecting other 
useful alignment information.



Improving Cross-Cultural Generation

Our Approach – Multi-Modal Alignment

• Text-Text Alignment（S-T）original and the translated captions

• Image-Text Alignment（I-T）image and the translated caption

• Object-Text Alignment (O−T) detected objects in the image and the translated caption



Experiments

Dataset

• Chinese subset (laion2b-zh) of the laion2b-multi dataset, comprising a total of 143 million 
image-text pairs

• We translate all image captions into English using an online translation system TranSmart

• Filter the full laion-zh to 300K instances with different strategies, including 1) the text-text 
alignment score LaBSE; 2) the image-text alignment score CLIP; 3) our multi-modal metric

Model

• We fine-tune the diffusion model on the filtered laion-zh dataset for one epoch with a 
batch size of 2 on 8 A100 40G GPUs.

• We use the AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-4 for all models



Experiments

Assessing the Quality of Translated Caption

• Randomly sampled 500 instances from the 
translated laion2b-zh data

• Ask human annotators to rate the quality of 
translated caption 

Ø textual translation quality, including adequacy, 
fluency and consistency;

Ø image correlation, including image relevance, 
context, and cultural appropriateness. 

• Score the translated captions with different 
automatic metrics

• Calculate their Pearson correlation with the 
human judgements



Experiments

Assessing the Quality of Translated Caption

• Our metric outperforms LaBSE and CLIP in terms of correlation with human assessment 
scores across all standards

• A positive correlation coefficient indicates a strong consistency between the multi-modal 
alignment measure and human judgment

• Ours more effectively captures key aspects of the T2I generation task compared to others

• We remove object-text alignment scores to investigate the influence within our metric



Experiments

Performance on the C3 Benchmark

• Importance of fine-tuning: all models that were fine-tuned showed better performance 
than those only trained on English data

• Necessity of Filtering Low-Quality Translations: filtering methods with specific metrics 
outperform random sampling strategies

• Superiority of our Metric: by preserving high-quality instances for fine-tuning, the best 
results are obtained under all standards



Experiments

Performance on the C3 Benchmark

• The vanilla diffusion model struggles to produce Chinese cultural elements. This issue is 
significantly alleviated through model fine-tuning.

• While both CLIP and our model successfully generate all objects in the captions (e.g. tea 
ceremony with an expert and winding pathways, carefully placed rocks, and lush vegetation), 
elements in our images appear more natural and integrated


